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Abstract: Euro-Atlantic integration of Central and Eastern Europe – and of Latvia in 

particular – has been stereotypically seen as a teleological process of 

unilateral convergence. My research concerns Europeanization of 

Latvia’s foreign policy, analyzing it from moderate constructivism’s 

viewpoint (mainly J.Checkel, synthetized with other theorists). It offers a 

more complex view, taking into account various discourses and sub-

discourses and singling out their diverse aspects. Europeanization is 

seen as influence of international norms, in their interaction with local 

agents’ norms, which can eventually appear at the different levels of – 

identities, interests, or policies only. 

The research shows that the accession to the EU and NATO has, until 

now, brought no fundamental changes to Latvia’s foreign policy towards 

its authoritarian neighbour Belarus. Already in the first years of Latvia’s 

regained independence, two broad discoursive streams could be 

distinguished – to simplify, they can be described as a „normative” 

(nominally pro-Western) and a „pragmatic” (economically oriented, 

geopolitically neutral) one. They still persist nowadays. Less surprisingly, 

the „pragmatists” have attempted to circumvent, and even 

change, EU’s restrictions on cooperation with Belarus, which allegedly 

harm Latvia’s economy. More surprisingly, the „normativists” have, at 

some points, supported EU’s sanctions against Belarus, but as the last 

economic crisis demonstrated, they are also capable of going against the 

predominant international norms and supporting unilateral measures of 

cooperation with the regime. The primary underlying reason is the heavy 

reliance of both discourses on the concept of the nation-state, which 

hampers deep, identity-level Europeanization (identification with allies). 



Even if policy practices have at times been „normative” (EU-like), this to a 

large extent could be explained by strategic calculation of foreign policy 

agents. Latvia’s foreign policy towards Belarus still vacillates between the 

same discourses, and despite some changes having possibly taken 

place, generally we can speak about strong continuity over the years. 

 


